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Materials 

Kheops® par Puca® beads (6 per windmill) 

Size 11 Czech Glass seed beads  

4mm 5328 Xilion SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS beads 

(for links) 

Nymo beading thread 

Size 10 beading needle  

Choice of findings or finishes. 

1. Cut a long length of Nymo and thread your needle. Pick up 6 x Khéop beads; thread through the side of the bead with 

only one hole, exi:ng out of the side with two holes, :e the two ends together (double knot) forming a circle (this is 

fiddly - be careful not to over :ghten the thread).  Take the thread through the second hole in the same bead, coming 

back on yourself. It’s a good idea to fasten off the tail thread from the beginning here to make it easier to con:nue. 

2. Pick up 3 new seed beads,  thread 

through the second hole of the next Khéop 

bead (that doesn’t already have thread 

going through it) the beads should lie 

along the edge of the Khéop bead. 

Con:nue doing this through all 6 Khéop 

beads. Finish this round by going through 

the first 3 beads added in this step.  

3. Pick up 3 new seed beads,  

thread through the next set of 

3 from the previous step and 

con:nue all the way around 

adding 3 beads in between 

each other set of 3. Finish by 

going through the first bead 

of the first new set of  beads.  

4. Pick up 1 new seed bead,  thread 

through 6 outer edge seed beads, pick 

up 1 more new seed bead and thread 

through another 6 beads and con:nue 

adding singles beads un:l you have 6 

points. Finish by threading through the 

first single bead added. Your windmill 

component is complete. 

Earrings; Add a Xilion 

bead aAer the point, 

followed by 4 seed 

beads, thread back 

down the  xilion and 

the point bead , in the 

opposite way to 

balance the top, thread 

round again for extra 

strength.  

Necklace or bracelet; Join the 

component together in a similar 

fashion, using Xilion beads in between 

point beads and use the working 

thread to sew them together.  

You can finish your 

windmill jewellery 

in any number of 

ways; with chain, 

or threaded 

beads... 


